One-headed kinesin derivatives move by a nonprocessive, low-duty ratio mechanism unlike that of two-headed kinesin.
A single molecule of the "two-headed" motor enzyme kinesin can move along a microtubule continuously for many enzymatic turnovers (processive movement), and the velocity produced by one kinesin molecule is the same as that produced by many kinesin molecules (high duty ratio). We studied the microtubule movement driven at 1 mM ATP by biotinated N-terminal fragments of Drosophila kinesin heavy chain attached to streptavidin-coated coverslips at various surface densities. K448-BIO has velocity at a high density of vmax = 750 nm s-1 and is dimeric (hence two-headed); K365-BIO (vmax = 200 nm s-1) and K340-BIO (vmax = 90 nm s-1) are monomeric. Escape of microtubules from the surface was prevented by methylcellulose so that continuous trajectories of microtubules not continuously attached to motor molecules could be recorded by video microscopy. The component of instantaneous velocity parallel to the microtubule axis (v) was analyzed in trajectories with a mean velocity 0.4-0.7 times vmax. In K448-BIO trajectories, the distribution of v was bimodal with peaks near 0 and 750 nm s-1. Temporal autocorrelation analysis of v detected lengthy episodes of high-velocity movement consistent with isolated processive microtubule runs driven at vmax by single K448-BIO dimers. K365-BIO and K340-BIO trajectories had unimodal distributions of v and autocorrelation times much shorter than those for K448-BIO. Therefore the monomeric motors have duty ratio < 55% (i.e., no forward movement is generated for at least 45% of the enzymatic cycle time) or processivity below the detection limit of approximately 300 turnovers even in methylcellulose. Continuous movement at maximal velocity thus requires more than one kinesin head.